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An effective and experienced litigator who is driven by achieving the best result for his clients, Chris primarily
prosecutes and defends commercial litigation claims with values ranging in the tens of thousands to millions. Chris's
practice covers a broad range of civil litigation matters, including, but not limited to breach of contract cases, UCC
disputes, partnership/shareholder disputes, defense of a variety of consumer protection claims, arbitration and trial of
construction claims, collection matters, unfair trade practices claims, claims made pursuant to Pennsylvania's Real
Estate Seller Disclosure Law, real estate disputes, landlord/tenant actions and a variety of trust and estate litigation
including guardianships, fiduciary litigation and will contests.
With clients that span from large and small businesses to individuals, Chris's primary focus is to exceed the expectations
of those he serves. Chris's commitment to his clients is exemplified by his personal dedication to responsiveness and his
desire to provide unmatched service. Recognized by both Philadelphia Magazine Super Lawyers as a "Rising Star," and by
Main Line Today's Top Lawyers, Chris's attention to detail, knowledge of effective litigation tactics, acute organization
skills and ability to consistently devise and implement a cost effective/result oriented litigation strategy make him a
standout from other lawyers practicing today. If a matter cannot be settled outside of court, Chris is never daunted by
the prospect of trial.
Clients and colleagues alike depend upon Chris to efficiently diagnose the problem at hand, identify the solution and
then create a practical action plan that achieves the most favorable end possible. Appreciated for his integrity, honesty
and ethics, Chris is also valued for treating his clients' budgets and resources conservatively.
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